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TMR4 ultra flex 

Feel the flexibility 

 
The Semperit TMR4 range has been one of the top products in the application of oil return hoses thanks 
to a special helix construction and thus a flexible and small bending radius. However, developments never 
stand still and market demand is trending in the direction of even more flexible hoses with a lower bending 
radius. Based on these targets and to fulfill our customers’ expectations, Semperit introduces the new TMR4 
ultra flex. 
 
The new TMR4 ultra flex hose corresponds to all other TMR4 hoses in terms of accordance with SAE 
J517 100/R4. The main new feature is an even smaller bending radius (2x inner diameter) and a reduced 
bending force (on 2” approx. -20%). This important attribute represents a major deciding factor for the end 
user. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Basic information: 
 
At the beginning the TMR4 ultra flex will be offered in addition to our existing program 
and will be available on request only. 
 
Dimension range:  from ¾“ – 4“. 
Standard cover:  SBR/EPDM, black, resistant to ozone and weather, abrasion 

resistant, limited resistant to oil, cloth impression 
 

For more detailed information and to place your orders, get in touch with our 
customer service team. Further technical details are described in the respective 
datasheet on our website. 
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